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Abstract

The richness of semi-structured data allows data of varied and inconsistent structures to be stored in a single

database. Such data can be represented as a graph, and queries can be constructed using path expressions, which

describe traversals through the graph.

Instead of providing optimal performance for a limited range of path expressions, we propose a mechanism

which is shown to have consistent and high performance for path expressions of any complexity, including those

with descendant operators (path wildcards). We further detail mechanisms which employ our index to perform

more complex processing, such as evaluating both path expressions containing links and entire (sub) queries

containing path based predicates. Performance is shown to be independent of the number of terms in the path

expression, even where these contain wildcards. Experiments show that our index is faster than conventional

methods by up to two orders of magnitude for certain query types, is small, and scales well.
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1 Introduction

The richness of semi-structured data allows data of varied and inconsistent structures to be stored in a single

database. For example, an online catalog may integrate heterogeneous data adhering to multiple schema from

multiple sites.

Semi-structured data can be represented as a graph, and queries can be constructed using path expressions [1],

which describe traversals through the graph. As the graph may be constructed from widely varying heterogeneous

data, it is not always possible to precisely specify the desired paths. For this reason, path expression may con-

tain constructs such as descendant operators (path wildcards) which enable queries to be posed over multiple or

imperfectly understood data sources.

A large number of path indexes have been proposed to evaluate path expressions. Such indexes, however,

typically trade off performance with the expressiveness of the path expressions they can process [14, 13, 8].

We propose a path indexing mechanism which is shown to have consistent and high performance for path

expressions of any complexity, including those with descendant operators. Evaluating queries without wildcards

tends to be independent of the number of query terms in practice. Our mechanism always allows path expressions

to be evaluated with a single index access.

Recent work on indexing semi-structured data [3, 8, 2], has proposed encoding various aspects of the data.

Such methods generally have the advantage that the encoding size is insensitive to key length. We extend this

notion, encoding multiple aspects of a data set in a very small space (a typical encoding is no more than 8 bytes).

The encodings themselves are stored in a special data structure that enables comparison of arbitrary length paths

in near constant time, using a variety of bitwise operations.

Traditional path indexes tend to focus solely on locating a set of nodes. In contrast, our index supports efficient

node filtering based on the location within the graph of the data. This allows us to utilise our index for more

complex processing, such as evaluating path expressions with links, entire (sub) queries with path-based predicates,

and ancestor operators.

The remainder of our paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of our approach. Section

3 describes our encoding schemes. Section 4 describes the data structure used to store the encodings and the

algorithms that enable constant time comparisons. Section 5 describes the physical index structure. Section 6

details the algorithms for path expression evaluation. Section 7 describes modifications which allow us to evaluate

path expressions with links, and section 8 discusses ways in which our index can support wider query processing.

Section 9 presents our results. Finally, we present related work in section 10 and conclude in section 11.
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2 Overview

The main approach to path indexing for semi-structured data [8, 13] has been to materialise and index the data

schema. Conceptually, our approach employs a novel mechanism to encode each materialised schema path (MSP)

in a manner that both minimises space and allows constant time comparison with other encoded MSPs.

2.1 Focused Searches

In order to dynamically process queries which contain wildcards, it is necessary to search a portion of the data

(or a representation of it). Any such search has a number of different physical execution plans. The optimal plan

depends on the values in the database, the shape of the data and the available indexes.

To ensure the optimal plan, we utilise a multi-phase method called a focused search. This seeks to choose

”foci” which reduce the search space, and only search within this reduced search space.

The first phase is to locate any query term(s) which significantly reduce the search space, and choose these as

a focus. (Choosing a focus is discussed in detail in section 6). Focused searching requires that we always select

the last query term as the last focus.

The second phase is to search only paths from the root to nodes which match the focus. Paths are only matched

against the path expression up to the focus. If the focus has been chosen well, the new search space can reduced

by many orders of magnitude.

If we have not matched the entire path expression, we repeat the first two phases. Subsequent comparisons

only search paths from previous matches to the next focus. For example, suppose we are evaluating the query

//A//B//"5" (ie. A query in soda which finds all character data with value "5" with ancestor element B,

which has an ancestor A). Figure 1 shows some atomic values for 2 sample databases, and shows the foci most

appropriate for each physical query plan.

In database (a), the first focus is B. The focused search first obtains all paths which terminate at B. The ini-

tial portion of the query (//A//B) is then evaluated against these paths. The focused search then evaluates the

remainder of the query (//"5"), considering only paths from previous matches (node B) to descendants which

match the current focus ("5").

Database (b) has only a single focus. Here the entire path expression is evaluated against paths from the root

to this focus ("5").

Whilst we employ focused searching for path expression evaluation, our index does not impose any order on

the overall query processing mechanism. Our index can be applied equally well to traditional top down, bottom
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Figure 1: Different Databases and Appropriate Foci

up, or hybrid traversals (a combination of top down and bottom up, described in detail in [14]).

2.2 Index Overview

We exploit the fact that traditional indexes are accessed at some point during query processing, by using such

indexes as entry points into our path index. This approach has the advantage of providing multiple entry points

into our path index when a term is indexed in more than one traditional index (for example, the value ”1/5” might

be indexed as both a floating point number and a string).

Queries are parsed to determine query foci, which are then located using traditional indexes. These index

entries contain pointers to inverted lists containing � encoded MSP, address � elements, where each encoded

MSP terminates at the given focus. The path expression is then evaluated against these encoded MSPs.

The address element of each tuple indicates the set of nodes which satisfy the given MSP. Each such set of

nodes is represented by a list of �path encoding, OID� tuples. The OID is the unique element ID which enables

the DBMS to look up the actual data. The path encoding is an encoding which specifies the physical location of

the node within the graph of the data. This allows us to efficiently filter intermediate sets of nodes based on the

physical location of the node within the graph of the data.
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2.2.1 Comparison Performance

Both the list of MSP elements and the list of individual nodes are ordered in such a way which allows log(�)

access, for a list with � elements. This can greatly reduce the number of elements which must be evaluated

against a path expression.

The encodings themselves are designed to allow efficient comparison. Where an exact pattern is known,

comparison is near constant time. This exact pattern may represent the entire pattern to be matched (eg. a query

with no wildcards) or the initial segment of an encoding (eg. a node with a specific ancestor node). Even where

the query does contain wildcard, comparison still tends toward constant time in practice (see sections 6.1 and 9.3).

This means that query processing tends to be independent of the number of query terms in practice.

Another feature of our index is its small size, which is typically small enough to fit entirely in memory. For

generality, however, the remainder of this paper assumes that the index is always stored on disk.

3 Encoding Schemes

In order to efficiently implement our focused searching mechanism, it is necessary to represent two different aspects

of the data - the MSP itself, and the location of a particular node within the graph of the data.

3.1 Representing MSPs

The most basic information we must represent is an MSP. To minimise space, we map each unique, non-leaf label

to the lowest unused positive integer. We refer to this number as a label identifier. This mapping has the advantage

of representing a string (typically many bytes long) by a single number.
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Figure 2: XML data with label and edge identifiers
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Figure 2(a) shows some data from a semi-structured database. Figure 2(b) shows the label identifiers for this

data. For example, we can see that the labels root, movie and actor have been assigned the label identifiers 1,

2 and 3 respectively.

An MSP is therefore represented by the sequence of label identifiers which represent the labels in the MSP

from the root to the second last label. As MSPs are stored in an inverted list, the head of the inverted list implicitly

defines the last element of the MSP. For example, the MSP /cinema/movie/actor is represented by the label

identifier sequence 1-2-3, contained in the inverted list headed by actor.

Label identifiers are not required for leaf nodes, which will always be the head of an inverted list. This has

the important consequence of reducing the number of different label identifiers by many orders of magnitude, as

non-leaf nodes (which correspond to schema elements), tend to be restricted to a relatively limited range of values.

Our data structure exploits the low numerical value of the label identifiers, by only utilising twice the minimum

space required to represent the numbers. For example, as the number ”1” is represented by 1 bit, and the number

”2” by 2 bits, the encoding ”1-1-2” is represented in only 8 bits (2 � 4 bits). This provides great space saving over

methods which typically use a 4 byte integer for each number (thus requiring 12 bytes instead of 1 to represent the

previous encoding).

3.1.1 Representing Node Types

Semi-structured data may include different kinds of nodes. We indicate different element ”types” by assigning a

particular label identifier for different element types. The most common element type is assumed as the default if

no other element type is specified.

For example, with XML data the most common element type is the normal element, and so this type is assumed

if no other type is specified. In figure 2(b), character data and links are indicated by the label identifiers 7 and 8

respectively. These label identifiers can be seen on the links leading to the relevant nodes. The MSP which

specifies /cinema/movie/"Shrek" is given by the sequence of label identifiers 1-2-3-7, stored in an inverted

list headed by "Shrek".

3.2 Representing Individual Nodes

We utilise a similar method to represent the physical location of a node within the graph of the data set. Each edge

in the database is assigned the smallest unused positive number which is unique only amongst edges originating

from a given node. This means that two edges can be assigned the same number as long as they originate from
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different nodes. This number is referred to as an edge identifier.

Individual paths are specified as a sequence of edge identifiers, and nodes are identified as being the terminus

of a given path. We refer to the sequence of edge identifiers as the path encoding.

Figure 2(c) shows the edge identifiers assigned to the data from figure 2(a). For example, the node "Shrek"

is indicated by the sequence of edge identifiers 1-2-1. Note that this sequence of edge identifiers both uniquely

identifies the node itself and the path from the root to the node.

This method of identifying nodes does not preserve the sequential ordering of tags within the XML document.

We have developed a mechanism for preserving sequential order, but space limitations prevent us from presenting

those techniques here.

This encoding has the important property that all ancestor nodes are included in the path encoding for each

node. In the above example, the encoding for node "Shrek" indicates that its parent (the second movie child

of cinema) has the path encoding 1-2 and its grandparent (cinema) has the path encoding 1. This property is

especially important for locating nodes with a particular ancestor.

4 Compressed Arrays

In order to efficiently implement our encoding schemes, we utilise a data structure called a compressed array.

Compressed arrays, first proposed in [3], are optimized for comparing and examining sequences of numbers. These

data structures have the advantage of substantially reduced space requirements for storing sequences of numbers,

whilst allowing arbitrary portions of the sequence to be directly examined and compared utilising the compressed

encoding.

4.1 Compressed Array Data Structure

Conceptually, a compressed array can be thought of as a pair of parallel bit patterns. One pattern, the identifier

pattern, contains the bit patterns necessary for representing numbers. The bit patterns which represent two numbers

frequently follow directly on from one another, with no space between the most significant bit of one number and

the least significant bit of the second.

The second bit pattern, the boundary pattern, contains a set bit which denotes the boundary (or most significant

bit) of a particular cell in the corresponding identifier pattern.

Figure 3 shows a compressed array storing the sequence of integers (from right to left) 1-3-1.
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Each cell of a compressed array contains a single number. The bits relevant for a given cell are indicated by

set bits in the boundary pattern, as seen in figure 3.

Identifier Pattern

Boundary Pattern

11 1

1 01 1

1

Bit Index

Cell Number

Cell Value13

123

03

1

Figure 3: Example of a Compressed Array

We assume that compressed array �� has identifier pattern ������	
 and boundary pattern �����	�.

4.2 Comparing sequences

The most basic, non-trivial comparison is to determine whether one sequence is contained within another. Looking

ahead a little, we see that this operation is utilised during our modified regular expression matching (discussed in

detail in section 6.1).

The sequence in compressed array ��� exists within compressed array ���, between indices � and �, iff:

������	� = �������	� AND le lssb(1 �� ��� �� �

�������	
 = ��������	
 AND le lssb(1 �� ��� �� �,

where � � ��MaxIdx(������	�)

The function le lssb(	�) obtains a mask with all bits less than or equal to the least significant set (lssb) bit

of 	� set, and all others unset. This is easily implemented by:

le lssb(	�) = NOT(	� XOR NOT(	� - 1))

MaxIdx(	�) is a non-iterative function which returns the index of the most significant set bit in 	�.

The method itself is constant time, with each step comprised of a very fast series of bitwise operations. Imple-

mentation of this method, however, requires that it be included as the main body of a loop, which may repeat if the

compressed array is too large.
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In our implementation we stored each of the boundary pattern and identifier pattern in a 4 byte unsigned integer.

It is worth noting, however, that even in our index of over 3,000,000 nodes, each compressed array was stored in

only two integers (one for each of the boundary and identifier patterns). Thus, implementation of this method tends

toward constant time in practice.

This has important consequences for queries with no wildcards, which can be represented in a compressed

array as a fixed sequence of label identifiers (discussed in section 6.1). This means that in practice, such queries

can be be fully evaluated against a given MSP in constant time, which enables query evaluation time independent

of the number of query terms for these queries.

4.3 Numerographic Encoding Comparison

Looking ahead again, we see that we employ a modified binary search which compares sequences based on nu-

merographic order, rather than individual numeric values. Numerographic order is similar to lexicographical order,

except that it only considers sequences of numbers, and comparisons are based on the value of each number, rather

than the ASCII value of each digit. For example, the sequences �1-2-7, 1-3, 1-3-2-4, 1-3-2-10� appear in nu-

merographic order. Note that if lexicographic ordering was used, the order of the last two sequences would be

reversed.

Rather than compare each sequence element one by one, the algorithm in figure 4 provides method for com-

paring entire sequences in constant time. As with all algorithms dealing with compressed arrays, this one makes

heavy use of bitwise operations.

Conceptually, the above algorithm first checks if the two compressed arrays are equal (steps ��� and ���). If

not, it finds the cell where the patterns diverge (step ���) and obtains a mask to include this cell (steps �	� and �
�).

Finally, the numbers in the relevant cells are compared (steps ��� through ���).

The ����
���� mask obtained in step ��� contains unset bits whilst ��� and ��� are the same (considering the

array from least to most significant bits). We are only interested in the lssb of ����
���� , which indicates the first

bit position where the compressed arrays diverge. Whilst this lssb may occur in the middle of a cell, we wish to

compare the value of the entire cell.

Steps �	� and �
� generate masks which cover the full cells in which the patterns diverge. Strictly speaking,

they also cover all previous cells. This effectively increases the value of the final number, by adding an arbitrary

number of ”low bits” to the numbers compared in step ���. However, as these low bits are guaranteed to be the

same for both patterns, they will not effect the relative relationship of the numbers being compared. Including
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Algorithm: Numerographic Encoding Comparison
Input: Two compressed arrays, ��� and ���
Output: -1 if ��� is numerographically less than ���

0 if ��� and ��� are numerographically equal
1 if ��� is numerographically greater than ���

NOTE: Lower case ”and” and ”or” refer to logical operators.
Upper case ”AND”, ”OR”, and ”XOR” refer to bitwise operators.

��� If (������	� �� ������	� and �������	
 �� �������	
)
��� return(0)
��� ����
���� = (������	� XOR ������	�) OR

(�������	
 XOR �������	
)
�	� ������� = le lssb(������	� AND ge lssb(����
���� )
�
� ������� = le lssb(������	� AND ge lssb(����
���� )
��� If (�������	
 AND ������� � �������	
 AND �������)
�� return(-1)
��� else
��� return(1);

Figure 4: Numerographic Encoding Comparison Algorithm

these bits reduces additional processing required to fully isolate the cell in question.

The function le lssb(	�) is the same as described in section 4.2. Similarly, ge lssb(	�) obtains a mask

with all bits greater than or equal to the lssb of 	� set, and all others unset. This is implemented by:

ge lssb(	�) = 	� XOR NOT(	� - 1) OR 	�

Whilst the algorithm itself is constant time, implementation of the algorithm requires that the algorithm be

included as the main body of a loop. For the reasons discussed in section 4.2, however, the algorithm tends toward

constant time in practice.

4.3.1 Comparing the Beginning of an Encoding

The algorithms presented in sections 7 and 8 require that we compare a pattern in one compressed array with the

beginning of a second compressed array. This is easily achieved by making the following addition to the algorithm

presented in figure 4.

Step ���� simply checks if anything exists in ��� after the point of divergence. If not, this means that all of ���

must have matched ���. Thus, with the addition of another efficient bitwise operation, we are able to check that

one pattern matches only the beginning of another.
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...
Output: -1 if ��� is numerographically less than the start of ���

0 if ��� is numerographically equal to the start of ���
1 if ��� is numerographically greater than the start of ���

...
���� If ((������	� AND ge lssb(����
���� ) == 0)
���� return(0)

5 Index Structure

As mentioned in section 2, MSPs are stored in inverted lists, where the head of the inverted list represents the

last element in the MSP. Elements of the inverted list appear contiguously within each page. For an unfragmented

index, pages are also contiguous. This has the important consequence that the entire list can be accessed and

examined with only a single random disk seek1 to locate the start of the list.

Each element in the inverted list is comprised of a � encoded MSP, address� tuple, where the encoded MSP

is stored in a compressed array. The address element points to the head of a list containing individual nodes which

satisfy the MSP.

The list of individual nodes is comprised of � path encoding, OID� tuples, where the path encoding is also

stored in a compressed array. (Tuples for nodes representing links have a different format, discussed in section 7).

Such elements are also contiguous within each page, with contiguous pages for an unfragmented index.

For an unfragmented index, all of these lists are also contiguous on disk, and occur in the same order as the

referencing � encoded MSP, address� elements. This has the important consequence that all relevant nodes can

be found in a single forward disk scan, requiring only a single disk seek.

All lists are preceded by a header, which contains information (such as the number of elements in the list) used

to facilitate efficient searching of the list.

Figure 5 shows the physical index for the inverted list headed by actor. For example, the MSP /cin-

ema/movie/actor is represented by the label identifier sequence 1-2-3. This sequence, stored in a compressed

array, is the first element of the list. This is followed by the address of the individual nodes satisfied by the MSP.

Each individual node contains both the path encoding which specifies it as well as the OID.

Note also that a search for //actor (ie. Find all actor nodes, irrespective of the ancestors) is processed using

1For clarity of explanation, we do not mention any additional seeks required by the traditional indexes. Thus one random seek may

translate into two or three in practice.
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Figure 5: Physical Index Structure

a single forward disk scan.

5.1 List Element Ordering

We frequently need to locate either an element with a particular encoding, or the set of elements whose encodings

share a common prefix. We facilitate searching of these lists by arranging the elements in numerographic order of

the encodings. This allows logarithmic time access to individual elements using a modified binary search, using

the algorithm presented in section 4.3.

Numerographic ordering has the important property that elements which share a common prefix are contiguous.

This is especially important when we only wish to consider nodes with a particular ancestor.

For example, suppose we are only interested in considering actor nodes which belong to the second movie

child of cinema from figure 2. The relevant movie child is specified by the path encoding 1-2. Accessing

these nodes in the index is a simple matter of first finding the appropriate set of nodes (the first header in section

(b) in figure 5), and then locating the first node whose path encoding begins with 1-2. We can then see that all

descendants of this node appear contiguously in the list (represented by the path encoding 1-2-2 and 1-2-3). Once

a path encoding no longer begins with 1-2 we know we have finished considering all relevant nodes.

Note that this property is only dependent on the numerographic ordering of the encodings, not the order of the
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siblings in the graph. For example, suppose we insert a new actor node between these two siblings, and assign it

an edge identifier of 4. The physical ordering of these nodes in the graph is represented by the order (1-2-2, 1-2-4,

1-2-3). The numerographic order reverses these last 2 elements. Despite the fact that the numerographic order

does not reflect the physical ordering, the property that nodes with a common ancestor are contiguous is preserved.

6 Evaluating Path Expressions

All path expression evaluation shares common initial steps. These steps are shown in figure 6.

��� Obtain the label identifiers for each label in the path expression.
��� Use label statistics to determine appropriate foci.
��� Generate modified, simplified regular expression(s) to represent path expression(s).

Figure 6: Initial Stages for Path Expression Evaluation

The first step (step ���) is to map the strings used in the path expression to the relevant label identifiers which

are used in our encodings. Each label identifier is stored in a hash table. As only a small number of label identifiers

usually exist, this hash typically fits into memory. If a label does not exist in the hash table, the path expression

contains no matches, and no further processing is required.

Foci are chosen in step ��� so as to minimise the estimated search time. This estimation is based on the

selectivity of the potential focus and the degree of fragmentation for the given inverted list of MSPs. Statistics for

all these factors are maintained in the label identifier hash table, and so require no additional I/O.

6.1 Modified Regular Expression Matching

In step ��� of figure 6, we generate a modified, simplified regular expression. This regular expression is applied to

each candidate MSP to determine whether it satisfies a given path expression.

Basic path expressions are transformed to modified regular expressions using the following mapping:

��� label wildcards map to any label identifier (the regexp notation ”.”)
��� path wildcards map to 0 or more label identifiers (the regexp notation ”.*”)
��� fixed path segments are represented the sequence of label identifiers which indicate the path.

For example, using the label identifiers from figure 2, the path expression //showbiz/profile/*/movie

is represented by the regular expression ”.* 5-6 . 3”.
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In evaluating these simplified regular expressions, we represent sequences of label identifiers in compressed

arrays. The internal representation of the above regular expression becomes PATH WILD���LABEL WILD���,

where the tokens PATH WILD and LABEL WILD represent the symbols ”.*” and ”.” respectively, and ��� and

��� are compressed arrays containing the sequences 5-6 and 3 respectively.

This regular expression is then evaluated against each candidate MSP. The best case performance for regular

expression matching occurs if the query contains no wildcards. In this case, the regular expression is typically

achieved in constant time, using a single compressed array comparison as described in section 4.2. Thus, for

example, we can compare the sequence 5-6 in constant time, rather than considering each element individually.

If the query contains path wildcards, but no label wildcards, we must potentially check tokens following the

wildcard(s) against each element of the MSP, resulting in O(max(�, �)) operations for a query and MSP with � and

� terms respectively. The least efficient expression to evaluate is one combining both path and label wildcards. In

this case, it is possible that the regular expression matching will need to backtrack, resulting in O(���) operations.

In practice, regular expressions derived from queries typically contain less than 10 tokens (which would corre-

spond to a path expression with 5 wildcards and an arbitrary number of query terms), and MSPs typically contain

less than 20 terms. In practice, therefore, the worst case performance tends to have an upper bound of O(20 � 10).

As such, evaluating a regular expression against an encoding tends toward constant time in practice, even where

the regular expression contains wildcards.

6.2 Single Focus Processing

The simplest path expression to evaluate is one with only a single focus. Figure 7 shows the algorithm for process-

ing a path expression using a single focus.

Algorithm: Single Focus Processing
Input: The path expression to be evaluated.
Output: The set of OIDs which match the path expression.

��� Use the traditional index to find the inverted list, headed by the focus, of
� ����address � elements

��� For each MSP which matches the path expression.
��� Append address to ������


�	� For each address in ������


�
� Return the OID of each node in the list starting at address.

Figure 7: Single Focus Processing Algorithm
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Step ��� corresponds to the operations described in section 5, by which the relevant list of MSPs is obtained.

This process is achieved using only a single disk seek. As evidenced by this step, index access is predicated on

the assumption that a path expression does not end with a label wildcard. In practice, this tends to be true for most

queries. If a path expression does end with a label wildcard, an alternative supporting index can be used.

Step ��� is determined using the modified regular expression matching process described in section 6.1. As

discussed in section 6.1, this regular expression evaluation can be considered a constant time operation.

The cost of step ��� is primarily determined by the number of elements in the MSP list which needs to be

compared. In the best case, the query contains no wildcards, and the appropriate MSP can be located using the

modified binary search in O(log(� )) comparisons,

If a query does not start with a wildcard, we can utilise the modified binary search to locate the first element of

the list to be matched. Furthermore, because the list is in numerographic order, we only need to perform sequential

scan of the list from this first element until initial token in the regular expression no longer matches. The worst

case occurs when a query begins with a wildcard. In this case, the entire list must be scanned, requiring O(� )

comparisons.

Step ��� always considers elements in a forward sequence. This means that step �	� guarantees elements are

added to ������
 in the same order they appear in the MSP list. As the element order of the MSP list corresponds

to the physical ordering of the individual node lists on disk, this means that for an unfragmented index, iterating

through ������
 in step �	� and scanning the list in step �
� is guaranteed to consider nodes with a single forward

disk scan.

Thus the entire processing for a path expression requires only a single disk seek (step ���), with at most O(� )

comparisons required.

6.3 Multi-Focus Processing

The algorithm in figure 8 describes multi-focus processing. Conceptually, this algorithm works as follows:

For the algorithm in figure 8, steps ��� and ��� correspond to point a above. Steps �
� through ��� correspond to

point b when processing the first focus, whilst steps ���� through ���� correspond to the same point for subsequent

foci. The difference between processing the first and subsequent foci is that subsequent foci use results from

previous stages to limit the search space (point c). Step ���� corresponds to point c(i), and step ���� corresponds to

point c(ii).

Strictly speaking, the above algorithm does more processing than required for basic multi-focus processing.
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a The path expression is evaluated in stages, considering portions bounded by successive foci.

b Each stage obtains the set of nodes which satisfy the path expression up to the current focus. Each
node is represented by the MSP describing the set to which it belongs, and the path encoding which
uniquely identifies both the node and its physical location in the graph.

c The search space for all stages except the first is reduced by using the set of nodes from the previous
iteration to ensure that:

(i) Only MSPs with a valid prefix are searched.
(ii)Only nodes with a valid ancestor are searched.

Basic multi-focus processing seeks to minimise the search space for candidate MSPs, without any reference to the

physical location of individual nodes within the graph. Once valid MSPs are obtained, all nodes which match the

MSP are returned. Thus, for basic multi-focus processing, there is no need to filter nodes based on their physical

location within the graph. This means that maintaining and utilising the list of � ��������� (steps �� through ���,

���, ���� and the ”where” clause in step ����) are not necessary for such processing.

Looking ahead a little, however, we see that filtering nodes based on their physical location within the graph is

the basis of efficient link processing (section 7) and query processing support (section 8). As the above algorithm,

including individual node filtering, is the basis of both of these techniques, we have chosen to include these

additional steps here.

The improved efficiency of this algorithm comes from limiting the search space in points c(i) and c(ii) above,

by materialising the prefix of valid MSPs and paths. As described in section 5.1, this allows us to find the subset

of elements to consider using a modified binary search rather than a sequential scan.

In the worst case, the amortized cost of the binary search is logarithmic. In practice, however, it is frequently

less. As all lists are stored and considered in numerographic order, elements of both ������
� and � ����������

list are also guaranteed to be in numerographic order. This means that if a pattern �� in � ���������� matches the

prefix of element ��, the modified binary search for matching pattern ���� need only consider elements from ����

on. This is true for the inverted list of MSPs and the lists of path encodings.

As each disk based list is considered in forward sequence, steps �
� through ��� and ���� through ���� ensure

that ������
 and � ��������� lists always exist in numerographic order, For the reasons discussed in section

6.2, this guarantees that all disk based lists for a single focus are examined in a single forward scan.
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Algorithm: Multi-Focus Processing
Input: The path expression to be evaluated.
Output: The set of OIDs which match the path expression.

��� Let the path expression being evaluated have 	 foci, 	 � �, for the current query execution plan
��� For each focus, ��, of the path expression
��� Perform step ��� of figure 7, considering only the path expression up to ��,

to find the list of � ���� address � elements contained in the inverted list headed by ��.
�	� If � �� �
�
� For each materialised schema path, ��� , which matches the path expression up to ��
��� Append � ���� address � to ������
�
�� For each � ���� address � in ������
�
��� For each path encoding, ��, in the list which starts at address
��� Append � ������ � to � ����������
���� Else // � � �
���� For each element, � ���� address �, in ������
���
���� For each MSP element which starts with ���

���� For each element, � ��� �� address� �, where ��� � matches the regular
expression up to ��

��	� Append � ��� �� address� � to ������
�
��
� For each element, � ��� �� address� �, in ������
�
���� Go to head of list indicated by address�

��� For each element, � ������ � in � ������������, where ��� � starts with ���

���� For each element, � ���, OID �, where ��� starts with ��

���� If � �� 	

���� Append � ��� �� ��� � into � ����������
���� Else
���� Return OID

Figure 8: Multi-Focus Processing Algorithm

6.3.1 Algorithm Cost

Each focus results in only a single disk seek to locate the head of the inverted list of MSPs (step ���). Thus, the the

entire algorithm requires only 	 seeks (for 	 foci).

As discussed in section 6.1, evaluating a path expression against a single MSP or path encoding approaches

constant time in practice.

Thus, for each iteration of the main algorithm (step ���), the cost is determined by the number of comparisons

required for considering the number of MSPs (steps �
�, ���� and ����) and the number of path encodings (steps

��� and ����). The following discussions assume that ������
 and the disk based MSP list have � and � elements

respectively.
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Considering the cost of comparing the disk based MSP list, we see that the cost of the first iteration is the same

as discussed in section 6.2, which is O(�) in the worst case.

The cost of subsequent iterations is determined by steps ���� and ����, which find each element in the disk

based list which starts with an MSP contained in ������
. We see that the arrangement of the two lists allows us

to choose between two possible comparison strategies.

The simplest strategy is to iterate through each element of both lists. As both lists are maintained in numero-

graphic order, this iteration can be done in parallel, which is O(�� �).

The second strategy is to obtain each element from ������
, and locate the appropriate element in the disk

based list using a modified binary search. As discussed, numerographic order means that finding an element in the

disk based list which starts with a given MSP is O(log(�)). Thus, for � elements, the worst case cost is O(�log(�)).

As previously mentioned, however, the expected cost is less than this, as each match reduces the search space

for future matches. For a random distribution of MSPs, we can expect the first match in the disk based list at

the �
�

�� element, which reduces the search space for the next element to �
�
. Using this rationale, we see that the

expected search time for � elements is O
�
������ � ���

� �
�

�
� � � �� ���

�
�

����

��
= O

�
���

�
��

����

��
.

It is worth noting that foci are largely chosen for their selectivity. This means that frequently � � �, making

the latter strategy more appropriate.

Where node filtering is performed, symmetrical calculations apply for � ��������� and the path encoding lists

in steps ��� and ����.

6.3.2 Tracing an Example

The effectiveness of multi-focus processing can most clearly be seen using an example. Consider the query applied

to database (a) in figure 1. The first iteration of the algorithm iterates through each element in the inverted list

headed by ”B”. As this list contains very few elements (1 in this example), such iteration is quick. Each matching

MSP from this list is stored in ������
�.

The second iteration considers all MSPs in the inverted list headed by ”5”. Note that the actual query we are

evaluating starts with a path wildcard. Thus, if we were to evaluate the entire path expression only considering this

list, we would need to evaluate the path expression against every MSP in the list. As this list contains many MSPs,

this would require substantial processing.

As we have materialised the beginning of the MSP, however, we can locate the position to begin searching

using the modified binary search described in section 4.3. As such, this iteration is O(log(� )) instead of O(� ),
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for an MSP list with � elements.

6.4 Updates

The most frequent updates to an XML database are the insertion or deletion of entire subtrees (which corresponds

to inserting or deleting entire ”elements” from a document), or changing the value of a leaf node (frequently

character data or an attribute value).

For each of the above operations, the appropriate conventional index must be updated for each node in the

subtree. After such updates, the appropriate MSP and path encoding are inserted or deleted. Insertion of a node

can potentially cause index fragmentation. For this reason, a buffer is left at the end of each list to reduce this

likelihood. Fragmentation is incrementally reduced through periodic index maintenance.

The most expensive updates involve changing (updating, inserting or deleting) individual, non-leaf nodes in

isolation. Recall that the encodings for a given node are contained in the encodings of all its descendants. Such

changes must therefore be reflected in both the node itself and all descendants. To facilitate this, we build an

alternative index on the encodings, which allows encodings to be retrieved based on included nodes, rather than

just on foci labels.

7 Links

Links (such as hypertext links), are an important extension to the XML specification [9], and are a fundamental

feature of many XML documents. For this reason, we have incorporated a ”link” operator (–�) into our query

syntax. The link operator can appear anywhere a path separator (/) can appear. Thus, //B –� C, specifies a path

which starts at a node, ”B”, follows any link originating at this node and terminates at a node ”C”.

Whilst it is always possible to ”follow” links using traditional joins, such a mechanism is relatively expensive,

especially when dealing with paths. By making minor adjustments to our mechanisms, we are able to efficiently

process path expressions which contain links.

7.1 Encoding Scheme

In order to encode links, we include a virtual node in the graph to indicate the node. This can be seen in figure 2

by the ”link” nodes. ”Link” nodes are only included if the target of the link exists in the database.
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Such link nodes only exist in the index itself. The labels in the XML document which indicate a link (�

xmlns:xlink � � � � etc) exist as normal nodes in the index. (These are omitted from figure 2 due to space).

As discussed in section 3.1.1, indicating a special link node is achieved by assigning a particular label identifier

to represent this type of node.

7.2 Physical Structure

Due to their different nature, link nodes have a different physical index structure to other nodes. The physical index

structure for the link nodes in figure 2 is shown in figure 9.

Traditional
Index

Sets of Nodes
(a)

Individual Nodes
(b)

MSP for
target of link

Path encoding
of link

Path encoding for
target of link

Disk

link

hdr 1−2−3−4−8 addr 1−5−6−4−3−8 addr hdr 1−2−3−2 1−5−6−4 1−1−1 hdr 1−1−1−1−1 1−2−3 1−2

MSP

Figure 9: Physical Index Structure for Links

The inverted MSP list is the same for link nodes as for other types of nodes. The difference lies in the various

path encoding lists.

Elements of the individual node list comprise � link path encoding, target MSP, target path encoding � tuples.

Conceptually, these elements can be thought of as materialising the links.

Recall that any node in the index is specified by its MSP and path encoding. The target MSP and path encoding

therefore specify the other end of the link.

Note that as link nodes are virtual nodes, they have no physical occurrence within the database, and therefore

no associated OID.
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For efficient update, we maintain an index (conceptually containing reverse pointers for the target node to the

link), so that link nodes can be appropriately updated to reflect any change in the target nodes.

7.3 Processing

Links are processed in a similar fashion to multi-focus processing, discussed in section 6.3. Each link in the path

expression is always chosen as a focus. The multi-focus processing algorithm given in figure 8 is modified to

process links by adding the following steps:

��� If �� represents a link
��� For each element, � ��, ������, ����� �, in the list which starts at address
��� Insert ������ into ������
�� in numerographic order
��� Insert � ������� ����� � into � ���������� in numerographic order
��� else // continue with step ��� of figure 8
...
���� Replace ������
� with ������
��
...
���� If �� represents a link
���� For each element, � ���, ������, ����� �, where ��� starts with ��

���� Symmetrical steps to ��� through ��� and ����

As mentioned in section 7.2, PE list elements can be thought of materialising the link. The above steps con-

ceptually ”follow” this materialised link, and place the endpoint on the queue of valid nodes to be considered.

This new endpoint is then used to limit the search space for successive foci in exactly the same way as the method

described in section 6.3.

As mentioned in section 6.3, individual path encodings and the temporary � ��������� list are only effective

for link processing and query processing support. We can now see how these significantly reduce both the search

space and the amount of required processing.

Individual links indicate specific nodes. This means it is possible for a node to satisfy an MSP, but not be

referenced by a particular link. Thus, whilst all nodes with a given MSP are valid for multi-focus processing, when

processing links we need to ensure that both the MSP and the specific node are valid.

Individual path encodings and the temporary list � ��������� provide an efficient means of facilitating this

additional processing. By steps �� and ��
� of figure 8, we have already identified all MSPs which contain at least

one valid node.

Step ���� allows us to efficiently filter nodes based on their physical location within the graph. Recall that

for path encodings, the encoding of all ancestor nodes is included in the encoding for a particular node. Thus,
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by selecting only path encodings where the prefix is in � ���������, we filter for nodes with a valid ancestor.

Determining if one encoding begins with another is efficiently achieved in constant time using the method described

in section 4.3.1. As such, the overall filtering cost is the same as described in section 6.3.1.

Unlike the multi-focus processing algorithm described in figure 8, no assumptions can be made about the order

in which link endpoints are added to the various � ��������� lists. As such, these elements must be inserted into

these lists in numerographic order. This adds O(� ������ +  ���� �) (for an ������
 and � ��������� list with �

and  elements respectively) to the overall complexity of the multi-focus processing algorithm described in section

6.3.

8 Query Processing Support

Rather than purely enabling path expression evaluation, our indexing mechanism also enables support for the

overall query processing process. Minor modifications to the algorithms presented in section 6, enable processing

of additional path-based query constructs such as path-based predicates and path related query operators. Whilst

such query constructs are potentially expensive for the underlying database to process, the mechanisms presented

here mean that the processing is no more expensive than an additional index access. Due to space restrictions,

we present the modifications required for path-based predicate processing. Similar modifications allow efficient

processing of path-based operators, such as ancestor operators.

8.1 Query Predicates

Path-based query predicates (or ”branchy” queries) are potentially expensive for the underlying DBMS to process.

Whilst the predicates themselves may be arbitrary path expressions, typical processing may require multiple index

lookups, joins and/or pointer chasing to evaluate such queries.

Path-based predicates indicate that nodes in the result set must exist within a conforming sub-graph, rather

than just a conforming path. This sub-graph is typically specified as a central path (indicated by the non-predicate

path expression) with one or more secondary paths leading off the central path (specified by the predicate path

expressions).

It is possible to employ our index for such predicate processing by making some modifications to the algorithm

in figure 8. The modifications differ slightly depending on whether we are evaluating a predicate or non-predicate

path expression. Due to space restrictions, the modifications described here assume that all predicate path expres-
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sions are evaluated before the non-predicate path expression. Symmetrical modifications are used to generalise

this to all cases.

We make modifications to the following steps:

Let NCA� be the nearest common ancestor (NCA) of
the secondary path indicated by predicate path
expression � and the central path.

A For each predicate path expression, �

���� Insert � ����	
� ���	
 � into �������
����
 in numerographic order, where
����	
 and ���	
 are the segments of ��� � and ��� which terminate at NCA�.

B For non-predicate path expressions

�
� ... and which begins with ����, where ���� is the start of ����	
 (where � ����	
�

���	
 � exists in �������
����
) AND len(����) = min(len(����	
), len(��� ))
��� Symmetrical change to �
� for ���

���� Symmetrical change to �
�
���� Symmetrical change to ���

Predicate query processing is possible due to the fact that we encode the physical location of each node in the

graph. By comparing path encodings, we are thus able to effectively perform ”graph traversal” by utilising bitwise

comparisons on our indexed encodings.

The modifications can be thought of as obtaining the common ancestors which satisfy the predicates (step

���� for modification A), and projecting these onto potential candidates for the result set (modification B). Due to

the nature of our encodings, however, this ”projection” is accomplished efficiently using bitwise comparisons of

elements in sorted lists, rather than underlying graph traversal or relational joins.

Many query processing approaches require separate index and database accesses to materialise the set of valid

common ancestors. In contrast, we obtain this set with no additional index or database access. Instead, the set of

common ancestors is extracted from the path encodings (”where” clause in modification B) of nodes which satisfy

the predicate(s). As nodes are filtered based on their physical location within the graph, the path encodings and

temporary � ��������� list in figure 8 are important for query processing support.

A single �������
����
 of all valid common ancestors is maintained, irrespective of the predicate they origi-

nate from. As the list is built from successive path expression evaluations, elements need to be inserted in numero-

graphic order (step ����, modification A).

Modification B shows how to ”project” the set of valid common ancestors on the potential result set. Concep-
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tually, this step ensures nodes are only considered if they have a valid ancestor.

Recalling from section 6.3, however, we see that each iteration of the algorithm in figure 8 potentially considers

less than the full path from the root to the final node. For this reason, we need to ensure that the modifications

only consider the segment of the path from the root to the NCA which corresponds to the portion of the path being

considered.

len(��) refers to the number of cells in compressed array ��. If we recall that each cell indicates an edge in the

path, we see that the limitations on len(����) ensure that we only consider equivalent portions of the encodings.

The searches of �������
����
 (both for insertion in modification A and retrieval in modification B) require

only a single forward scan over the course of the entire algorithm, as both elements considered by the main

algorithm and items in �������
����
 are guaranteed to be in numerographic order.

The additional processing required to obtain the encoding of the relevant common ancestor is a constant time

operation involving efficient bitwise operations. The only cost additional to that described in section 6.3.1 involves

inserting elements into ������
 and � ��������� in numerographic order. Thus, the overall cost of the algorithm

is the same for link processing, described in section 7.3.

9 Results

We have implemented this index on a computer with a single Pentium III 800MHz processor, 256MB RAM,

running linux Redhat 7.0. The data itself is stored in the soda [19] native semistructured database.

We ran tests over two sets of data which span the range of various ”types” of semi-structured data - one strictly

conforming to a simple, well defined schema, and one no pre-defined structure at all. Whilst we expect that most

semi-structured data will fall somewhere between these two extremes, we felt this approach gives good upper and

lower bounds on the effects of the structure of the data on index performance.

For the former ”type” of data we used the complete works of Shakespeare, scaled up or down as appropriate to

obtain the required data size. For the latter ”type”, we randomly generated data sets with no pre-defined structure.

Each data set contained approximately 3,000,000 nodes. The random data was constrained to have approximately

1,000 1�� level nodes and a maximum depth of 6. Node names were selected randomly selected from a pool of

100, with the constraint that each MSP had at least 3 matching nodes.
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Figure 10: Index Construction Time vs Data Size

9.1 Index Construction Time

Figure 10 shows the time taken to construct the index for various data sizes. Index construction requires only a

single scan of the entire database.

As can be seen the construction time is both linear with respect to data size and very fast. Care has been taken

with the time measurements to ensure the data was properly clustered physically in the database.

9.2 Index Size
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Figure 11: Index Size vs Data Size

Figure 11 compares index size with to data size. As can be seen, index size is linear with respect to data size.

The precision of the linear relationship is partially a result of our implementation. For performance considera-

tions we stored the encoding in multiples of 8 bytes (2 � 4 byte unsigned integers). Whilst the various encodings

require differing number of bits, storing encodings in multiples of 8 bytes tends to ”smooth” out this variation,
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resulting in the linear space measurements.

Whilst data size (in bytes) can vary widely, we have included the size of the file containing the raw data, to

give an indication of the relationship between the raw data size and index size.

9.3 Path Expression Length
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Figure 12: Number of Query Terms vs Time

Figure 12 shows the effect of the length of the path expression on query time. Queries were generated with an

equal proportion containing a) no wildcards, b) path wildcards, c) label wildcards, d) a combination of path and

label wildcards. In these results, a ”query term” refers to either a label or label wildcard. For example, the path

expression /a/b/*//c has 4 query terms.

The time measurement is only for evaluating the path expression and loading the OIDs from the index. We

have not included time to load the actual data, as such additional ”noise” is highly DBMS dependent.

For 100,000 nodes, the result sets tended to be significantly larger (in number of pages) and so additional I/Os

were required to load the OIDs.

These results demonstrate that in practice, evaluating path expressions is independent of the number of query

terms for all path expressions, including those with wildcards.

9.4 Query Cost

To demonstrate the relative effectiveness of our index, we have compared it with two other indexing techniques.

Native semi-structured databases tend to be proprietary systems, who do not publish the details of their indexing

techniques. Any head-to-head comparisons with these systems these would be distorted by the efficiency of the

underlying native DBMS. In contrast, much work has been done in the public arena on storage and indexing of
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Query I/O - Pages I/O - Pages
Regular Data Random Data

Edge Map Cooper et al MSP Index Edge Map Cooper et al MSP Index
value � value � value � value � value � value �

1 /a/b/c 97 1.0 64 1.5 69 1.4 194 1.0 3 64.7 9 21.6
2 //a//b//c 4207 1.0 603 6.7 607 6.6 81056 1.0 9766 8.3 349 232
3 /a/b�d�/c 135 1.0 - - 13 10.3 235 1.0 - - 17 13.8
4 //a//b�.//d�//c 5938 1.0 - - 16 371 135158 1.0 - - 694 194

Figure 13: Performance Results

XML data in relational databases. For this reason, we have chosen to compare our work with 2 other indexing

schemes, implemented on a relational database. This ensures that the final results are truly independent of the

underlying storage mechanism.

The first comparison is with the basic edge-mapping scheme, which considers the XML data as a set of nodes

and edges stored in two relational tables [18].

The second indexing technique we chose was proposed by cooper et al [8], which also encodes and indexes

MSPs. Encoded MSPs are stored in a modified patricia trie, where relevant nodes in the trie point to the actual

data elements. Path expressions are evaluated by traversing the trie until it is either fully matched or found to have

no solution. The trie can also be utilised to store pre-computed path expressions or queries. As we are focusing on

ad-hoc queries, however, we have chosen to consider only MSPs stored in the index.

Due to space limitations, we have chosen not to compare our approach with other well known storage and

indexing techniques, such as STORED [10], which has been shown to tend toward edge mapping for irregularly

structured data [8].

Figure 13 shows the average number of I/Os to evaluate a single query of the specified type. These are based

on simulations of a large number of queries over a wide range of values. Queries were randomly generated with

the constraint that at least 1 match existed within the data set. The cache size was set to 10% of the data size.

Our index is superior to conventional methods by at least 1 order of magnitude, becoming even more effective for

irregularly structured data.

9.4.1 Single Path Expression Without Wildcards

Query 1 represents a simple path expression with no wildcards.

For both regular and random data, edge mapping is significantly slower than the other two approaches, due to

the number of joins required to evaluate the path expression. Even though these joins are supported by indexes,

they still require multiple index lookups to accomplish. It is significant to note that the queries were constrained
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to have 3 query terms. Increasing the number of query terms results in a corresponding increase in the number of

required joins, and thus additional index lookups.

For both the other approaches, the regular data required substantially more I/Os than for the random data. This

is due to the fact that the regular data has a greatly reduced number of MSPs (by around 2 orders of magnitude).

As such, a matching MSP has many more data elements. In fact, for both cooper et al and our approach, the index

required only 3 and 8 I/Os respectively, with the remainder of the I/Os associated with loading the actual data.

For both the regular and random data, our index required slightly more I/O than cooper et al. This is partially

due to the fact that our index also includes the path encoding for each node, with a corresponding increase in the

amount of space required to store the list of individual nodes.

9.4.2 Single Path Expression With wildcards

Query 2 represents a simple path expression with path wildcards.

Once again, edge mapping proved to be significantly more expensive in terms of I/Os, even though the query

processing was hand tuned for maximum efficiency.

To evaluate such a query, Cooper et al search the index using a top down traversal. For regular data, with a

small number of MSPs, the trie is very small (fitting on 1 or 2 pages), and so the overhead is minimal. The random

data, however, contained over 800,000 MSPs, spread over many pages. As such, traversing such a trie requires

many I/Os.

In contrast, our approach required a single scan of the relevant MSP list. Whilst the list contained many MSPs

for the random data, traversing this list required significantly less I/Os. Our approach performed between 1 and 2

orders of magnitude better than edge mapping for queries with wildcards.

The advantage of our approach becomes more pronounced as the structure of the data becomes less consistent.

Such a situation becomes increasingly prevalent for large databases with heterogeneous data and/or with very loose

schema.

9.4.3 Branchy Queries

Query 3 represents a branchy query with no wildcards, whilst query 4 represents a branchy query with wildcards. It

is not possible to compare our work with Cooper et al, as their method does not support branchy query processing

for arbitrary queries.

Edge mapping requires a significantly greater number of I/Os. If no wildcards are used, each query term,
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whether in the main path expression or the predicate, results in a join. If the query contains wildcards, the entire

subgraph must be materialised until the path expression can be evaluated against each candidate path.

By utilising the path encodings stored with the OIDs, we are able to perform the entire query processing

without the need to visit the actual data. As mentioned in section 9.4.1, the majority of the I/Os for our index are

associated with loading the actual data. As we only need to load the data for the (reduced) result set, we require a

significantly reduced number of I/Os.

For all data types, our approach is one order of magnitude better than edge mapping for queries with no

wildcards, and 2 orders of magnitude for queries with wildcards.

10 Related Work

The issue of storing and querying semi-structured data has gained increasing importance recently [1, 5, 7, 6, 15, 17].

A popular approach has been to store semi-structured data in a relational database. Such an approach frequently

utilises the data schema, whether this be pre-defined [18], or extracted from the data through data mining [10]. Such

approaches have difficulty coping with data of irregular or frequently changing structure. Florescu and Kossman

have examined storing semi-structured data in a relational database as a set of edges and attributes, without any

knowledge of the structure of the data [11].

An alternative approach has been to store semi-structured data in a native semi-structured database [14, 19].

Path expression evaluation in such systems tends to require multiple index lookups. Recently, Cooper et al [8] have

proposed an path index which requires only a single index lookup.

The idea of using signatures to identify paths is proposed in [16]. However, performance on paths with descen-

dant operators had not been addressed. Finally, an extensive survey on semistructured and web data, ranging from

data models to query languages to database systems, was presented in [12].

Our work is also related to path navigation that has been studied in object oriented databases, in which se-

quences [4] are used to support long paths.

In all the systems mentioned above, except for [8], multiple index lookups are usually required for evaluating

a path expression. Cooper et al [8] have proposed a mechanism for encoding paths as strings, whilst blah and blah

have proposed an alternate encoding mechanism for encoding paths. These encodings are then stored in modified

tries. Path expressions are then evaluated using a single index lookup by traversing this index structure. Queries

with wildcards are only supported if these have been pre-computed into the index. The approach does not provide
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support for processing nodes based on their location within the graph of the data set.

Focused searching is conceptually similar to list balancing presented in [2].

11 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a method for implementing a fast, versatile path index. Our index is shown

to be effective for evaluating all path expressions, including those with wildcards, as well as supporting more

complex processing such as evaluating path expressions with links and evaluating entire (sub) queries with path

based predicates. Performance is shown to be independent of the number of terms in the path expression, even

where these contain wildcards. Our index is shown to be faster than conventional methods by up to two orders of

magnitude for certain query types, irrespective of whether the data adheres to any pre-defined schema. Experiments

show our index is small, fast, and scales well.
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